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ORGANIZATIONAL OVERVIEW

Islamic Educational Welfare Association is a non-governmental organization and it is visualizing on creating a society which will be free from hunger, exploitation, and subjugation of any type. It will be based on justice, peace and equality irrespective of caste, gender, religions and political, where people will live in peaceful co-existence with nature; where people love, respect and co-operate each other for their self reliance and prosperity in the society as well as in humanity as a whole. It has grown to become a convergence point for economically disadvantaged groups who lack access to credit and other community sources.

Organization started with limited resources and manpower. The organization aims to empower the economically weaker & socially marginalized section of the society through capacity building of the people. Beside this, it is working with various NGOs, Governmental organizations, the group felt that rural development in District Malda, West Bengal need a different approach i.e. professional and scientific approach rather than conventional approach to take up the challenges of state for its overall development. In fact, the voluntary and non professional way of working has created innumerable problems in long run, which hamper the real growth after lots of financial & physical investment. Therefore, the group has initiated this institution with a belief of “Participatory Development Process” which will be sustainable in a long way.

As far as the legal status of Islamic Educational Welfare Association is concerned, it is a legally constituted voluntary organization having registered under Societies Registration Act of 1961. It works on No Profit-No Loss basis. It is also entitled to receive donation/contribution from outside India as it has FCRA certification, issued by the Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India.

VISION OF THE ORGANIZATION

A world where individuals have dignity, self respect and people respect each other without the barriers of poverty, gender, caste, and religion. Beside this, whole development (socio, eco, political & spiritual) should be necessary for better development of whole society. Our main aim has been to convert the individual dreams
into a collective consciousness through community convergence and participatory approach with the tools of self as well as social awareness.

“If We Can Dream It We Can Do It.”

We know that the path we’ve chosen is long and arduous yet our morale is on a high, we don’t claim that we’ll change the whole society, but through our honesty, education and hard work we might just succeed in making some difference.

**MISSION OF THE ORGANIZATION**

*Islamic Educational Welfare Association* wants to enrich the society in proper manner, so that, every problematic person can get appropriate opportunity for their better development. Through which, society can nourish the development of its own people.

- To create a cohesive and more united society and to enable poor, rural communities to improve their social and economic condition/situation through participatory development.
- To create innovative models of sustainable development that can be replicated in India and throughout world.
- To empower community members to sustain projects activities autonomously and to launch new development endeavors for the improvement of their communities.

**VARIOUS PROGRAMMES IMPLEMENTED BY THE ORGANIZATION**

**A)** NCW for Socio Economic development of Muslim women  
**B)** NCPUL for Urdu Diploma Centre
  - NCPUL for Arabic certificate Course  
**C)** MMA for Women education in Minority Communities  
**D)** Other Programme

**1) EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME**

  a) School facilities for street children  
  b) Literacy awareness campaign  
  c) Poor Student cokchin Centre  
  d) Distribution of Education Materials to poor Students

**2) SOCIAL WELFARE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME:**
a) Road Safety Awareness Programme  
b) Legal aids for rural & poor Women  
c) Road Repairing  
d) Plantation  
e) Free Water seminar  
f) Environment Population Presentation camp  
g) HIV/AIDs Awareness Programme  

3) HEALTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME  
a) Health awareness camps for rural women  
b) Medicine Distribution  

4) CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME  
a) Games And Sports  
b) Annual Cultural function  
c) Observation of National & International Day  

5) ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME  
a) Saving awareness generation for rural women  
b) Free Computer Training  
c) Tailoring and Embroidery Training  
d) Training for food processing
BRIEF NOTE ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SPECIFIC PROGRAMMES

A) STATE LEVEL SEMINAR FOR WOMEN-NCW

Two days state level seminar organized by Islamic Educational Welfare Association with financial assistance from National Commission for Women in March 2014.

TOPIC OF THE SEMINAR: State Level Seminar on Socio - Economic Development of Muslim Women in Malda District in West Bengal.

SPONSORED BY: NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR WOMEN, NEW DELHI
VENUE: in Bamongram H. M. A. M. High School Community Hall, Malda District in West Bengal.

DATE: 30th and 31st March, 2014

Day 1 of the Seminar was attended by Resource Persons - Abdus Sadeque (Imam Bamongram Purana Jamamasjid) Md. Sanaul Haque (Social Worker), Linun Nehar (Private Teacher), Md. Musuk Shaikh (Advocate), Abdul Gaffar (Professor), Md. Selim (Sahekari Sabhapati Kaliachak-I), Md. Motehar (B.M), Md. Aminul Islam (Chairman, Estate Waqf, Malda District, Ex-T- Naimouza high School)
Day 2 of the Seminar was attended by Resource Persons - Md. Aimn Slim (Teacher), Md. Nazimul Haque (Social worker), Anwar Ali (Pradhan Bamongram Mosimpur Gram Panchyat), Golam Rabbani (Govt. of W.B Employer), Bethika Sarkar, Md. Mohtadur Rahman (Govt. of W.B Employee), Md. Sanaullah (Teacher), Md. Ferdous (Bamongram H.M.A. M. High School Teacher)

The issues of socio economic development of Muslim Women need to be addressed in Malda district in west Bengal. So we organized this seminar with assistance from the National Commission for Women.

**DISCUSSIONS IN THE SEMINAR**

The issues of Women’s Problem, of socio economic development of Muslim Women need to be addressed by the resource persons. Statistical write-ups were also distributed. The legal aspects of the problems were also addressed during interactive sessions with beneficiaries.

**Spoke on importance of development of Muslim women**
Abdus Sadeque (Imam Bamongram Purana Jamamasjid) delivered the welcome address. He invited all the women to the Seminar on Socio - Economic Development of Muslim Women. He spoke on the issue of importance of development of Muslim women. He said that there is need for all efforts for upliftment of Muslim Women. All Muslim women need to be brought forward. Muslim Women are backward in India. They need to be encouraged to move forward. No one should sleep hungry. Solutions related to their problems need to be found. He spoke the importance of upliftment of
the women of the Muslim Community. Abdus Sadeque said that the situation of Muslim Women in West Bengal in the last 10 years needs to be analysed.

**Spoke on the need of comprehensive development of Muslim Women**
Md. Sanaul Haque (Social Worker) addressed the audience on the issue of the need of comprehensive development of Muslim Women. He read out a beautiful poem of Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay. The poem talked about a woman, when she moves with “ghoonghat”, in earrings and green saree. One day, she will be married off. He said only memories remain. He read out the emotional poem and then gave the vote of thanks.

**Spoke on statistics about Muslim Women**
She made the audience aware on various statistics about Muslim Women. She said that the access of Muslims to bank credit is low and inadequate; the community has one of the lowest monthly per capita expenditure (MPCE), and lowest representation in the public sector employment. The community lags behind severely in political representation and its representation in Indian Administrative Services has been only about 3 per cent for the last three decades.

**Spoke on Socio – Economic Development of Muslim Women**
Md. Musuk Shaikh (Advocate) address was based on his experience as a Advocate. He said that there is need of providing information to women and sensitizing them. He told the audience that Muslim women are backward, not only in Bamongram but in most parts of the country. They are backward in the field of health and education. He addressed all the women with respect. He made the audience aware about the various teachings of Prophet Muhammed.

**Spoke on socio-economic inclusion of Muslim women through livelihood activities.**
Abdul Gaffar (Professor) addressed the audience on the issue of socio-economic inclusion of Muslim women through livelihood activities. He told the audience
that there is utmost need to try to reestablish and correct the stereo-typed images of Muslim women in India so as to provide indisputable understanding of Muslim women in the society. The involvement of Muslim women in livelihood sector needs to be encouraged in West Bengal.

**Spoke on Need for Development of Muslim Women in all fields**
Mr. Selim observed that Muslim women have been excluded for generations in Indian society which is quite contrary to the history of Muslim women during the inception of Islamic era in Arab and neighbouring societies. Mr. Selim observed that the livelihood activities of Muslim women cannot be governed by the tradition or religion per se. He also put forward the statistics. He said that the need of the post modern economic activities requires equal appreciation and inclusion of Muslim women in the livelihood activities.

**Spoke on How Women are Progressing in All Fields**
Md. Aminul Islam (Chairman, Estate Waqf, Malda District, Ex-T- Naimouza High School) addressed the audience on the issue of How Women are Progressing in All Fields. He started addressing the audience by reading out a poem. He said that our country shall win in all fields. Mr. Islam said that girls are moving ahead in life. He said all Muslim girls should try to get education and join jobs. Girls can help in our country’s growth. Women are moving ahead in life and earning name and fame. So, all Muslim Women should try to contribute for our nation’s development.

**Spoke on Problems faced by People of Muslim Community**
He told the audience that Muslim community continues to lag behind other socio-religious categories in socio-economic and educational development. He said the situation of the community is appalling with regard to income, employment in public sector, educational attainment, access to healthcare and other infrastructures, and there is a disproportionately high share of community members in prisons. Identity stereotyping, communal violence, ghettoisation etc. are other major issues which the community faces.

**Spoke on Women Contribution to Development**
Mr. Ali told the audience that they should take care of their education and empowerment. He told them on how to have good education. He said that all women shall make their contribution to make the country developed. He shared knowledge on famous Women Poets in the past and said that we all feel so proud of them. He encouraged Muslim Women to excel in their fields.

**Spoke on Government Efforts for Socio-Economic Development of Muslim Women.**
Mr. Rabbani started addressing the audience by reading out a poem on “Nari Maryada”. He said that a woman completes a man. Women should be respected and they have a special place in our lives. According to Islam, Women have special place in our lives.
Socially, we have kept Muslim Women backward. Every state in India, shall fulfill its responsibilities towards Muslim Women. Various Ministries are looking into this on how can socio-economic development of Muslim Women can be achieved.

**B) NCPUL for Urdu Diploma Centre & Arabic Certificate Course**

**Islamic Educational Welfare Association** is running Distance Learning Centre for the welfare of Muslim community students. The courses are One Year Diploma in Urdu Language sponsored by National Council for Promotion of Urdu Language in which 38 students have enrolled and getting a good Knowledge in Learning Urdu language.

**Islamic Educational Welfare Association** is also running Distance learning centre in Arabic language to promote Arabic language as one Year Diploma in Arabic language certificate course in which 28 students enrolled. This course is also run by National council for promotion of Urdu language in 2014-15 sessions.

Islamic Education welfare Association has got sanctioned fun for running these courses in Dec 2013 from National Council for Promotion of Urdu Language, Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India

**Other Programme**

**1) EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME**

**School facilities for street children**

Organization took many efforts for providing various school facilities to Street Children like: School dress/Bag/Cab, Scholarship facility for qualified students in studies, Help in giving fees for going to school, Provide healthy environment in school etc, so that, street children can get best education in healthy environment of School through Organization efforts. For this purpose, Community people also gave their support to the Organization through donation, active participation to create awareness on the importance of education.

Before starting this programme, Organization conducted survey to know the opinion of the community regarding the facilities for poor/street children in School, Behavior/attitude of the school staff towards street children, education system in school etc. According to the result of survey, Organization tried to provide various school facilities to street children, so that, they could avail best education in school without any kind of discrimination.
Literacy awareness campaign

**Literacy** has traditionally been described as the ability to read and write, so, Organization also start the programme of Literacy for adult women & men. In which, they can get basic education after doing job, so that, they can use basic education in their daily life and also maintain their standard of life after getting basic education.

Organization conducted various activities in order to create awareness on Literacy among common people like: Rallies with the help of School students, Seminar, Exhibition, Speech by famous person in matter of education, Provide non-formal education to working children, Various awareness programme with the help of community participation etc, so that, Community people can understand the importance of Literacy and also take efficient steps to make best future of their coming generation.

Distribution of Education Materials to poor Students

To arrange cloth and books for the poor and destitute students. The volunteers of the society collected funds as donations from individuals, organizations and pooled their own resources to create a corpus, which was utilized to provide warm cloths, Books and Copy to the needy and poor more than 200 Student at Bamongram H. M. A. M. High School, Bamongram Malda.
2) SOCIAL WELFARE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME:

**Road Safety Awareness Programme**

The society organizes road safety awareness programme for children, women, and others. People, in search of livelihood, migrate to the cities from the target areas where the society works. In villages people are not so aware about the traffic rules and road safety norms. It found very important to make people aware about the road safety norms. Keeping this in mind Road Safety Awareness Programme started in the rural and urban working areas. 3 camps and orientation sessions have been organized so far during the reporting year.

**Legal aids for rural & poor Women**

Legal Aid implies giving free legal services to the poor and needy who cannot afford the services of a lawyer for the conduct of a case or a legal proceeding in any court, tribunal or before an authority. So, it is very important for women, because, victim women can take best help for her safety and it try to provide every kind of service to victims, so that, women can save herself from social evils.

**Road Repairing**

Organization started the programme related to road repairing. In which, including the complete washout of road segments and bridge approaches and blockage of drainage systems and reconstruct roads damaged by the floods. For this, Organization did contact with contractors and Engineers for repairing the roads and also construct new road.

Community people can do best journey/travelling related work in better condition of road, so, Organization tried to repair the roads for providing the best road condition to Community people.

**Plantation & water Seminar**

The organization has conducted 6 nos Environment Plantation& water Seminar is a normal activity of the organization. During this year it has covered 25 No. pf community places like Educational Institute, Religious Places, Panchyat Bhawan & Sanghas etc. in its jurisdiction and at least 200 Nos. of Seedlings are planted. This programme is conducted with the co-operation and help of the local youths and communities of the respective areas undertaking.
Environmental Population Presentation camp

The Organization has organized three seminars on Environmental Population and preservation of our land and soil in the villages of Malda district. The beneficiaries provided with drawing, painting etc to create awareness among common people on the importance of environment Population for future survival. To promote the spirit of self-sufficiency by urging the women/youth to undertake income generation activities & prevent atrocities against them especially women.

HIV/ Aids Awareness Programme

No disease has ever ended the life, the way AIDS does. H1V has become bigger challenge before the mankind. As because it is an infectious disease the danger mat it poses immense. The only way to escape AIDS is to be-aware of all the ways in which AIDS can take place.

A Camp was organized by the society at Block Kaliachak of Dist. Malda. To educate people about the causes of AIDS and the precautions that one should lake at (the time of taking injections, blood etc. Beside this the experts also described in details the reasons for cancer and the precautions needed to be taken generally to remains safe from cancer. The Awareness Campaign against road shows small meetings in the villagers.

3) HEALTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAAMME:

Free Health Chake up camp at Bamongram, Malda

**ISLAMIC EDUCATIONAL WELFARE ASSOCIATION**

VILL+ P.O- BAMONGRAM, P.S- KALIACHAK, DIST.-MALDA, WEST BENGAL. PIN-732206
Free Health & Family Welfare Programme for rural women

Adequate medical facilities are not available in all parts of the state, particularly in remote areas, besides being costly. Primary Health Centers are unable to cater to the needs of all peoples. A large section of poor people from rural as well as urban areas are unable to afford the high costs of treatment keeping this in mind, the Trust conducted a free medical camp with the co-operation of local doctors. People from nearby villages, mostly poor, came to the camp for check-up and treatment including medicines free of cost. More than 125 patients including old and children suffering from various elements received free about and medicines.

Medicine Distribution/ Women and Child Healthcare

The Manch has organized awareness campaigning on the health of the mothers and child by providing medical check-up, treatment, and distribution of medicines free of cost to the rural children and expected mothers during the reporting time at 2 places of Malda and South 24 Parganas. The Malda Medical officer and the Volunteers of the Surrounding areas extended co-operation during the programme. Health Camps are one of the regular activities of IEWA. It is being observed that health camps are very effective and fruitful for increasing health seeking behavior among the beneficiaries.

4) CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

Games and Sports:

The Manch has also organized one day Cricket Tournament between 5 team who came from Bamongram (Malda) and Bhanghar (South 24 Pargans) in West Bengal. In the programme, Nagdhi Nagar Club took the 1st position and all the teams were given consolation prizes. This programme was mainly for the encouragement to the cricket players and satisfaction for the cricket fan.
Annual Cultural function

Organization has organized Annual Cultural function with the co-operation of the Community people. In which, Organization focused on rich cultural heritage of the State, different cultures and symbol of India and also focus on role of Media in creating mass awareness amongst the people and bridging the gap between the Government and the people and a watchdog of the society which were responsible to safeguard the Interests of all sections of the society.

Beside this, Organization invited various famous people in the programme and also conducted various activities with the help of school students & community children like: Cultural/traditional dance, Songs, debate competitions etc.

Observation of National & International Day

5) **ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME:**

**Saving awareness generation for rural women**

Organization started the programme in matter of saving awareness generation for rural women. For this purpose, Organization focused on women's informal savings. There are now 27 women's saving, ranging in size from 200 to 600 shareholders. Through this programme, women are becoming powerful decision-makers in the process. Beside this, Organization conducted various activities to make best of this programme like: Generate Saving awareness among the rural women through seminar & workshop, Training programme, Income generation programme etc, so that, rural women can empower themselves through the efforts of the Organization.

**Free Computer Training:**

The Association has been conducting computer training course with own fund of the society and providing training on compactor educations and information technology to the 100 number of students by the trained and expert staff of the organization. The management group of Islamic Educational Welfare Association expressed their concern amidst most enchanting cheers to concentrate their entire purpose for implementing the most outstanding and spectacular concept of starting free computer education on Master Degree Course for three years from its own fund. Islamic Educational Welfare Association Celebrating 2011 as insignia of "New Year Gift" for launching "Free Computer Course for 150 women by its own investment with
facilities of "Free Accommodation, Food" which is aimed at declaring Malda as a "IEWA Computer" in West Bengal.

**Tailoring, Embroidery & Cutting Training:**

Islamic Educational Welfare Association has been running Cutting & Tailoring Training for young women and adolescents. There are 2 centers are being run in which 100 trainees are getting training. Organization has very efficient and qualified vocational instructors who are giving training to the beneficiaries. Vocation Training for women are being organized to make them self reliant through initiating their own small business. For this skill development of the beneficiaries is very important and necessary. If women are financially independent, she can look after the wellbeing of her entire family. Keeping this in mind, vocational training for women was started by the organization. Gradually vocational training run by Islamic Educational Welfare Association has started receiving good and warm response from the beneficiaries’ side. Now days it is a successful and self sustain programme of the organization.

**Training for food processing**

Food and food processing play an important role in Bengali culture. Walking through any bazaar it is impossible to escape the various items on offer. The food processing sector is obviously very vibrant - especially at the small-scale.
So, the Organization started the training programme in food processing, in which a large percentage of women & men in District Malda are engaged. Through this programme, it facilitates the establishment of learning partnerships and provide opportunities to Malda District women to share technologies with other districts women. Through which, common people can get lot of benefits like: check your food (Vegetables, fruits, bakery etc). Beside this, trainees can establish their own processing unit in tiny/small sector and also increase their annual income.

The objective of the training courses was to assist landless people to improve their quality of life by increasing their income from sustainable small-scale food processing enterprises. This was achieved by transferring information and expertise in food processing enterprise development and influencing policy makers to improve the policy environment for small-scale food processing enterprises.